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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For optimum mental health and prognosis of the patients in a mental 
hospital, a healthy attitude and acceptance of the patient by their im-
mediate family and relatives is desirable . Negativistic attitudes such 
as shame, fear, and rejection of the patient does not help towards con-
tributing to the mental health of the patient or the relative.!/ Fromm-
2/ 
fteichmann- has this to say about patients who have relatives: 
11 The visit of their relatives may disturb and upset 
t hem (the patients) temporarily, and, while discussing an 
impending visit, they may seriously consider declining to 
s ee their relatives. Yet, when visitor actually arrives, 
it becomes evident 1d th a great number of patients that they 
wan ted the visit after all. The sense of belonging, the 
heightening of their self- respect , and the increased pres-
tige in the eyes of other patients caused by visits from 
relatives and friends mean so much to the hospitalized psy-
chotic ~hat he should not be deprived of them, although at 
times patients do react with what appears to be temporary 
setback in their progress . 11 
Su1livan1/ states that in all functional mental disorders, the cause 
of the illness can be traced to difficult ies in inter-personal relations 
in infancy and early childhood . 
1/ ~~illiam C. Menninger, 11 Psychiatric Experience in the War, 1941-1946, 11 
- P~erican Journal of Psychiatry, (1947) 103:557- 586. 
~/ Frieda Fromm- Reichmann , Principles of Intensive Psychotherapy, The 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 19SO, pp. 222-223 . 
2/ Harry Stack Sullivan, The Interpersonal Theo~ of Psychiatry1 W. W. Norton and Company, Inc ., New York, 19 3, p. }14. 
l. 
H~ states ft~ther that: 
11Before speech is learned, every hmnan being, even 
those in the lower imbecile class , has learned certain 
gros s patterns of relationship 1d th a parent, or with 
someone who mothers him . Those gross patterns become the 
utterly buried but quite firm foundations on which a great 
deal more is superimposed or built." 
Thus although a patient may state that he would rather not see his 
relative, l-Ie should recognize that dynamically, it means quite another 
thing to him . A patient will refuse to see a relative because he is 
afraid that he will be rejected as he has been so consistently rejected 
i n infancy and childhood. But ~e really wants the attention and wants 
t he assura~ce from his relative ·that he is not rejected, and any gesture 
by the relative in this direction is eagerly sought. If the patient 
were so utterly ~ndifferent, and his relatives were of absolutely no 
significance to him, it .would not matver to the patient at all if his 
. . 
relatives visited • .' But this is not quite t .he case . He does care, but 
at the same time the fear of rejection is very great; thus the patient 
quite frequently will refuse to see the relative to prevent being re-
jected. We find that some patients eipress indifference toward relatives, 
but again, this is their way of dealing vnth the fear of rej ection . By 
assuming a detached attitude, these patients are not emotionally in-
volved alld consequently, rejection does not matter because there is a 
conscious conviction among the patients that t~ey were not interested in 
their relatives anyway • 
.!±/Ibid. , p . 6. 
2. 
S/ Frornm- l<eichmann- says about these patients : 
"(the) aloof, seclusive scPizophrenic ••• • constitutes a 
serious interpersonal difficulty. At the same time the 
schizophrenic is motivated by a tendency to foreo even 
more serious interpersonal difficulties . As one patient 
put it., it may be meant to forgo 11 another rebuke ," in the 
long row of thwarting rebuffs which the schizophrenic has 
experienced in his early childhood and which have condi-
tioned him to expect repetiti ons. " 
Finally, there are the patients that welcome visitors ; this group needs 
no explanation. Their desire to have visitors is obvious . 
Aside from the therapeutic ~ffect of showing the patient that the 
relative is interested in him, a positive interest on the part of the 
relative ~nll enable trial visit plans to be effected much more smoothly 
and •.dth a minimum of difficulty . It is hoped that the patient, when he 
is ready to leave the hospital, especially during the period of readjust-
ment, - will be able to go nome l-There there can be close supervision . Tnus, 
it is desirable that the relatives' interest be kept active from this 
viewpoint also . 'rhe home may not be the best place for the patient to go 
to, but the patient in most cases will not be able to afford or tolerate 
any other living arrangement, thus returning home becomes the most prac-
tical or feasible living arrangement. 
Problem. - - If the patients ' relatives are expected to hold and 
maintain a positive attitude toward the patient, we must first alleviate 
any ne&ative feelinr s and re- enforce the positive feelings toward their 
patients . 
2J 2E..:_ cit . , p . xii. 
) . 
Bosserman£/ states about relatives of patients : 
11 It is •• •. they (the relatives) who so frequently 
need help with their feelin gs of guilt and anxiety in 
order to understand what behavior is related to the 
patient ' s illness, what treatment modification of certain 
feelings and attitudes of r elatives will hopefully make 
for their better adjustment to the patient and his limita-
tions at the time of discharge . 11 
At the Bedford Veterans Administration Hospital where persorh~el is 
limited, as it is in most public mental hospitals , only limited service 
can be offered patients and their relatives . To make optimum use of the 
limited time availabl e, it is desirable to know what the existing atti-
tudes are , and how distorted these attitudes are to~ ard (l) hospitali-
zation, (2) the patient and mental illness, (3) ·and toward visiting . This 
would give an indication as to which areas need attention and vrhat needs 
to be done to correct harmful attitudes . Knowing which areas need at-
tention, social service can approach the problem with a more precise un-
derstanding and ;.dth a clearer purpose, and '1-lith a minimum of guesswork. 
The purpose of the study then, is to try to find out what these 
attitudes are , where the relatives got these ideas and when these atti-
tudes grew . This would give an indication and insight into the nature 
and magnitude of the problem. If we know the attitudes and their genesis , 
we have a better chance to correct them before they have a chance to grow 
into misconceptions . Casual observations by social workers at the Bedford 
§/ Eleanor V. Bosserman, "Trends in Casework Treatment in Inpatient 
Service in Hospital setting, 11 Journal of Psychiatric Social Work, 
(January, 1953) 22:61-64 . --
4. 
Veterans Administration Hospi tal \iOrking with relat ives revealed that 
there probably exi st misconceptions and distor ted attitudes toward men-
tal illness, which concurs l·Tith Bosserman ' s observations, but little is 
known about t he extent and magnitude of its existence . 
If the problem is a relatively small one, it would not merit the 
concentration of time of soci al service to try to rectify this , since 
optimum use of time is essential . HoHever, if the probl em is of suf-
ficient magnitude , it would behoove social service to concentrate on 
the problem to alleviate some of the mi sconceptions that lead to poor 
mental hygiene . 
T ~ c1· · 71 he ~.enninger 1n1c- has attacked the problem by intensive 
social service contact with the relatives upon admission of the patient 
to explain the meaning of the illness and to relieve some of the anxie-
ties 1-rhich t he r elatives might have, i ts presumption being "that pre -
senting oneself as a psychiatric patient promotes strong feelings in 
both patient and r elatives , (thus) admission becomes a crucial func-
tion . 11 
At the Bedford hospital , ther e are 11 staff social workers and 
approximately 1800 patients . It becomes immediately apparent t hat 
optimum use of staff time is necessary since almost all of the 18o0 
patients have relatives . 
]/ Mi l dred T. Farris, "Casevmrk with Mentally Ill Patients and 
Their l.telati ves--Casewor k vTi th Relatives , 11 Journal of 
r sychiatri c Social Work, (January, 1955) 24 :108. -
5. 
A. Method of Study 
Group f{eetings . -- Prelbri.nary work on the research was done jointly 
by five students at the hospital, three f rom Simmons College and two from 
rloston University . In the developing stages of this study, the five stu-
dents met with the agency research advisor regularly to discuss such 
things as the research design, formulating possible researchable topics 
and narrowing down to specific area.s, methods of study, t-Teighing t he 
merits of different interview methods and many of the other problems t hat 
needed to be discussed and decided on . Several joint meetings \·Tere held 
lv.i.th the tvro school research advisors, agency advisor and the students . 
The main purposes of these group meetings were to i ncrease understanding 
about the study and to evaluate different i deas and problems . These 
meetings proved to be very valuable in preparing for the execution of 
the study, and maintaining a healthy exchange of ideas . 
8/ The five students j ointly worked out a .common interview guide7 but 
data col l ected by each student wer e used in their own thesis . An inter-
view guide was used in preference to a detailed int er view schedule be-
cause it was felt that an unstructured interview would be more spon-
taneou.s and subtle attitudes could be observed with less difficulty i f 
the interviet-7ees were given a chance to speak with minimum interruptions 
and direction . Thus, the social l-JOrker' s intervieldng skills were put 
to t heir maximum advantage in this unstructured type of int erview. 
§! See Appendix D f or s ample interview guide . 
6. 
Recordi~-- Recording was done as soon after the interview as was 
oracticable . The interview information was classified in the three main 
interview headings , the details and essential spirit of the interview 
beinB kept as much as possible in the l-Triting . Limitations of inade-
quate recall l>7ere minimized because copious notes were taken in the in-
t erview (with the consent of the interviewees) . The times of the inter -
views t.rere arranged as much as possible to coincide with the particular 
relative ' s usual visiting day, Thursday afternoons being the most fre-
quent and occasionally on Sundays l-Ihen the relatives could not visit on 
Thursdays . ~ome home interviews were conducted in cases where the rela-
tives could not come to the hospital for various r easons, but consented 
1:.0 a home visit. 
1ethod of Contacting !telatives. - - For practical reasons, it was 
decided that the students initially contact each relative by letter. 
Those relatives that lived at a distance were contacted once, and if no 
replies v1ere received, the cases wer e discontinued . For those relatives 
9/ l iving within visiting distance , a follow- up letter- was sent to ar-
range for another appointment . Appointments by telephone were used in 
preference to a second letter in those cases where it was possible, and 
where the relative lived \dthin the local non- toll area. In cases where 
the relative insisted on a telephone interview, the interview was con-
duc~ed over the telephone; however, no telephone interviews were en-
cotmtered in this sub- sample . Those tnat did not respond to the second 
.J._/ S~mple letters listed iJl Appendix . 
7. 
letter were discontinued. 
Cases in which the patients had gone on trial visit subsequent to 
drawing the sample were not contacted . Justification for this decision 
was based on the feeling that the relatives ' attitudes toward visiting 
would yield very little information . Similarly, in those cases where 
the patient s went home frequently, the relatives were not contacted . 
Sources of Information 
1 . Clinical records . For patients ' improvements , type 
of treatment as a check on accuracy of the relatives ' 
statements . 
2 . Interview with relatives . 
3. Social service records . Attitudes of relatives as 
relevant to this study. 
4. ward personnel . 
to this study. 
Att itudes of relatives as relevant 
General Lmpressions of t he relative . 
5. '1edical records librarian and registrar . Sample 
selection . 
6 . Registrar . Vi siting records, addresses of relatives . 
Some of the information gather ed from the various sources "1er e not 
used because they were either incomplete, irr elevant or othe~rise un-
necessary. 
Definitions of Terms 
Ward personnel. Nurses , doctors , ward attendants 
and ward secretaries . 
Visiting relative . That member of the patient ' s family, 
related by blood or marriage 1iho v-lsi ts the hospital 
most frequently . He may or may not be t he patient ' s 
next of kin. 
Non- visiting relative . That member of the patient ' s 
8. 
family (guardian and/or next of kin) rel ated 
by blood or marri age who had not visited since 
November 1, 1954. 
•i.elatives living at a distance. Distance is de-
fined as the normal geographical distance beyond 
socisl service visiting area, which is approxi-
mat ely 30 miles . 
f atients who go home frequently. 'rhose patients 
who leave the hospital at l east bi-month.ly on the 
average , the average being computed over the l ast 
two months before the sample was taken. 
Nov~mber 1, 1954 was selected as the delimiting date for defining 
non- visiting relatives because it was felt that a year l·Tas sufficient time 
to give a good indication of visiting characteristics and yet maintain in-
formation that was current. 
B. Sample 
There are a little over 18oO patients at the Bedford Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital , the patients being assigned a number in order of 
admission . Readmissions are assigned a new number; thus it is possible 
for a patient to have several numbers , but only the latest number is used 
in the active files . A preliminary sample was s elected by picking every 
tenth case f r orn the hospital rolls active on November 1, 1955, which re-
sulted in a sample of 181 cases . The systematic method of sampling was 
employed because of : (1) the simplicity, the list of patients being kept 
in numerical order of admission in the Registrar ' s office; (2) t his means 
of s ampling was thought to be representative because of the minimum of 
bias resulting from the method of assigning numbers to the patients; (3) 
picking every tenth case would result in a manageable sample . 
9. 
!o/ Jahoda, Deutsch and Cook list the adv~~tages of the systematic 
sample as: 
"(l) If a list is available, the mechanical details are 
simpler than f or random sampling, ~mere tables of random 
numbers must be used. (2) Systematic selection can be used 
by field workers to obtain sample elements as they prelist, 
thus shortcutting one of the steps in the subsampling of 
clusters. (3) Systematic selection spreads the sample ele-
ments out over the population . 11 
w Parten states about systematic sampling: 
Uif the list was not classified in any way ~~d the arrange-
ment of names appeared completely unrelated to any known 
characteri~tic , sampling at regular intervals would yield 
a random sample." 
Since there was no known bias in the order of admission, it was 
thought hi ghly unlikely that this form of sampling 'irould not yiel d a 
representative sample . Table l gives some indication of the representa-
tiveness of the sample . 
lQ/ Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch and Stuart W. Cook, ftesearch Methods 
-- in Social ~elations , Part II . Dryden Press, New York, 1954, 
p:- 670 
11/ Mildred Parten, Surveys , ~oll~ and Samples , Harper and Brothers, 
-- ~ew York, 1950, p. 227. 
10. 
Tabl e 1 . Comparison of Pati ents by Diagnostic 
Groups , by Percen~!e 
Diagnosis Hospital 
Population 
Sample 
(1) (2) (3) 
Schizophrenic , paranoi d 28 26 
Schizophrenic, catatonic 18 19 
Schizophrenic, hebephrenic 16 15 
Schizophrenic , other 14 16 
Affective psychosis 04 03 
Or ganic psychosis 15 15 
!-lise . psychosis 01 02 
Non-psychotics 04 04 
Total 100 100 
The 181 cases wer e broken down in the following manner : 
dejections 
1. Fifteen of the patients' relati ves lived at a very 
l ong distance and the relatives did not visit . 
2. Six patients did not have any relatives . 
3. Four patients had relatives but did not visit because 
the patients were known to go home r egularly. 
4. One patient had a relative within visiting distance , but 
the patient did not see the relative when ne was out on 
pass . After some discussion on this patient, it was 
decided that this was a unique case which could not be 
properly classified, and the merits of keeping this case 
~dthin the sample being uncertain, was discarded. 
The remaining 155 cases viere distributed among the five students, 
each stud~nt taking every fifth case . The students' names 'o~ere ar-
ranged alphabetically for convenience in selectin~ the sub- sample . Each 
11 
student was thus given 31 cases. 
Limitations 2£ the Study. -- The writer recognizes the follo1ri.ng 
limitations in this study: (1) Alt hough the method of sampling assured 
representativeness vii th the larger refined sample of 155 cases, the sub-
SaJilple of 31 cases 1o~as too small to warrant making any general conclu-
sions about the total hospital population . (2) Some of the attitudes 
expressed by the i nterviewees were quite subtle and interpretations of 
t hese s ubtle signs were made and classified by the writer . Although 
casework skills assured reasonable accuracy of these interpretations, 
the i nterpretations wet·e subjective and the possibility of error vras 
present. As a relatively inexperienced student, the investigators' skills 
were limited. (3) 'l'ime was a critical factor and provisions for p re-
testing of the interview schedule Here not as adequate as would have been 
desirable . 
12 . 
CHAPI'Elt II 
.?ttl!:VIOUS STUDIES ON Rd..ATIVES I AT'£ITUDES 
'£0'wARD MENTALLY ILL PA'l' IENTS 
Because the human animal is a social being, it is unlikely that he 
will be living in an atmosphere devoid of interpersonal relationships . 
And in any interpersonal contactJ the relationship is ab1ays a recipro-
eating one , each reacting and adjusting to the other . Even with inani-
mate objects , any two objects thrown together will react to each other 
and a new state of adjustive equilibrium will be reached . Consider for 
example when one thro\·TS a pebble into a pool of \-Tater· immediately, the 
water and pebble will react toward each other to reach a new state of 
equilibrium. Among others, gravitational forces , displacement, heat 
exchange, and chemical changes will take place . The human being is 
infinitely more complex in his functioning , particularly because he is 
endowed with a brain that t{l..inks and reacts emotionally. 'rhus, when a 
person leaves a group for another community, school, another family or 
a mental institution, the group makes adjustive changes and re-alignment 
of ties are invariably made, with some degree of emotional involvement 
always being present . wben a family has no alternative than to send 
the ill member to a mental hospital, the family has to cope with a member 
of the family l eaving, which is quite frequently accompanied by guilt and 
anxiety. Also, they will have to cope with gossip and community atti-
tudes which may be real or fancied . 
13. 
1/ Leader and Robbins- state that: 
"Admission is an emotionally charged time for the 
relative as well as for the patient •• • • the relative 
may feel guilty about his part in the patient's 
illness and uncertain about the decision to hospi-
talize him ••• • He may be confused by misconceptions 
that someone close to him is ill in t his way. 11 
Darrag~/ concludes from her study that families 
"not only have to cope with their misconceptions 
of mental illness , but also with fears, anxieties, 
and uncertainties that inevitably arise at the time 
of hospi talization. 11 
Anxieties, fears and feelings of guilt of relatives are 1-rell recognized 
by Leader and Robbins and Darragh. The next logical step is to relieve 
these tensions, but obviously there must be a justification for this. 
According to psychoanalytic theory, the etiology of functional mental 
disorder can be traced to lack of positive emotional experiences in 
3/ 
infancy and childhood. Fromm-rl.eichmann- states that unsatisfactory 
interpersonal relationships are the cause of emotional di fficulties . 
Thus the patient 's inadequacy in interpersonal relationships goes back to 
his mm family, and any positive interpersonal experiences with his fam-
i ly would aid in the recovery of the patient. Also, it is hoped that the 
patient would be able to live with his relatives where close sup~rvision 
1/ Marcia A. Leader and Lewis L. Robbins, "Psychiatric Social Service 
- in a Small Psychiatric Hospital , 11 Bulletin of the Henninger Clinic, 
(May, 19~1) 1~: 87. 
y Helen A. Darragh, 11The role of Social Service with Families of J'1ental 
Hospital Patients, 11 Smith College Studies in Social W0r·k, (December, 
1942) 13:188. 
2/ Op. Cit. P . xii. 
14. 
can be offered 1<1hile he is readjusting to the community. 
should go back and discuss how anxieties affect treatment. 
comments on this matter: 
But perhaps He 
KapmanJv' 
"At the time of acute psychotic manifestation, the urgency 
of the case shuts out of consideration these fearful scruples 
(i . e ., guilt of 'signing the patient in ' ). After a lapse of 
time , l·Ti th the recollection of the circumstances that led 
to the commitment becoming less painfully acute, and es-
pecially with the abatement of the acute phase of psychosis 
in the patient, the guilt feelings become more or less domi-
nant . Throughout the rest of the hospital.ization, unless a 
good rapport has been established with relatives, there are 
constant and persistent attempts to f ind displacement ob-
jects f or this sense of guilt . This is commonly shovm, for 
example , in the invariable attempt to f ind a scapegoat for 
any injury incurred by the patient, no matter hovr obvious 
it may oe that the injury is self-inflicted or due to an 
unavoidable accident." 
Project ion may take other f orms, and the relative may delegate the 
entire responsibility of patient care to the hospital and tend to forget 
about the patient. Or guilt may manifest itself by the r elative doing 
everything possible to have the patient removed from the hospi tal, 
21 despite the most reasonable medical advice against taking the patient out . 
There are then, reasons to justify relieving guilt and anxieties 
6/ 
of relatives . Shea- concludes from her study that : 
"Families need the opportunity of expressing their varied 
feelings about the pati ent, his illness, and his hospitali-
zation. It has also demonstrated what can be accomplished 
W J . W. Kapman, "Public Relations of the Mental Hospital," 
Mental Hygiene, (July, 1944) 3:384. 
~Ibid. , P. 384. 
6/ Margene M. Shea, "Planning for Psychotic Patients at Home," 
- Journal of Social Casework, (December, 1950) 31:423 . 
15. 
with p sychotic patients 1<1hen all members of t he psychi-
atric team are i n harmony vlith the treatment objective , 
and w:h en t he treatment objective includes the f amily as 
well as the patient . 
7/ Blackmur- concurs "t-1i th Shea, and it is remarkable how closely these 
tvro writers agree . She states : 
"The remotional conflict surrounding hospitalization 
for ~he mentally ill should be alleviated, thereby 
allowing a better rapport to be established between 
the f amily of t he patient and t he hospital staff. 
This a~derstanding also shoul d lead to earlier ad-
missions in general ancl the diminishing of emotional 
obstacles on the part of the family to cooperation 
with the hospital staff , which is so necessary in 
the succ~ssful treatment of t he patient . " 
Mildred Farris~ believes that relat ives are so concerned with their 
feelings t hat t here is an al most blind reaching out for help and case-
workers should look at mental illness as 
J) 
"not a one-per son probl em but a fairi.ly problem. The 
relatives bring their own conscious or unconscious 
questions about their contribution to the illness 
and are driven into seeking help 1d th their guilt 
and anxiety to such a degree that t heir questions 
about accepting a social worker in pref erence to the 
representative of another discipline is not so ~­
portant to them as receiving the help they are seek-
i ng. " 
9 Z:ilboorg- states that there are widespread misconceptions about mental ill-
Elizabeth Blackmur, "A Study of the Soci al History Interview in a 
Hospital for the Mentally Ill, with Especial Hegard to t he Emotional 
Probl ems of Relatives Surrounding the Admission .?rocess •11 Unpublished 
Master ' s Thesis, Boston University, 1948, p. 1. 
~~ Op. Cit . P. 108 
21 Gregory Zilboorg, Mind Medicine and Man, Harcourt, Brace Company, 
New York, 1943, p~. 
16. 
ness l-Thich breed fear, shame and guilt, and the public has not reached 
the conviction that neurosis a~d psvchosis are illnesses . The signifi-
cance of this statement is twofold; first , that public attitude toward 
fa'llilies \d tn mental illness is anything but positive, and second, that 
whenever illness strikes a family, they have to cope with their own ig-
norance as well as public opinion. 
In a research pro ject at the Bssex Hospital , Cedar Grove , New 
Jersey, which was quite similar to this present endeavor in many respects, 
nro~ found the following: 
1 . Attitude Toward Hospitalization 
Used hospital as ·last resort 7 
Thought it primarily as treatment cen:ter 6 
Felt relieved by admission of patient 2 
deluctantly agreed to voluntary hospitalization 6 
Strongl y opposed hospitalization 4 
2. Opinions Regarding the Cause of Psychosis 
Thought it due to environmental pressures 
Was outgrowth of patient ' s personality 
Cause by physical illness 
Did not knm-1 
3. Opinions Toward Sick Patient 
Appeared t o be anxious 
Seemed to be sympathetic 
l1aternal attitude 
Rigid and moralistic 
Openly hosti le toward pati ent 
Total cases studied, twenty five . 
14 
7 
3 
1 
13 
7 
2 
2 
l 
10/ Joan Rich Brown, 11The Need for Casework ld th del ati ves of t-1ental 
Hospital Patients, 11 Smith College Studies , (December, 1942) 
13:186. 
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In a study of 12 intake interviel..r cases, Goodale- found that 
causes of tension aDd anxiety came in three catagories : 
1 . Fear and Anxieties about t he Hospital 
Adequate food, care , treatment, clothes . 
2 . Anxi eties based upon Imagina:sY: ~~ Sub,iective Dangers 
Fear of physical harm for the patient from 
employees and other patients; concern about the 
standards of hospital care; insuff icient food . 
3. Guilt Feelings based upon Fear of Disapproval 
Concern that their treatment of the patient and 
attitudes toward him may have caused mental ill-
ness . 
In both of the above studies the relatives shoN a strong reluctance 
to hospitalize the patient, which manifests itself in looking at the hos-
pital as an inadequate place for the care of the patient, having fears 
that the patient would be harmed, insufficiently fed, etc . The presence 
of anxiety -v1as also quite prominent in both studies , and the authors mal{e 
this quite clear . 
In a study of 158 cases of relatives who did not visit their ill 
12/ 
member of the family at the Bedford Hospital, Coyne-- found that : 
11 LYJ. seventy- eight percent of the cases studied, family 
ties "Vlere either very 1..reak or nonexistent, and relatives 
felt that the patient 1vas the hospi tal 1 s problem and 
11/ Esther Goodale, 11 Intake Interviews with !ielatives of Psychoti c 
- Patients , 11 Smith College Studies of Social Work, (September, 
19!~4) 11:47-49 . 
12/ · William J . Coyne, 11Study of Visiting to 1-1entally Ill Patients by 
- Helatives, 11 rteport From The K_ield, Psychi~ an~ Neurolog:y: Di v-
ision Issue, October , 19s-o-(usvA Publication). 
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hence they need not be concerned . Relatives had 
adjusted their lives so that they had no need of 
t he patient who had gradually slipped almost into 
oblivion . 'l'heir attitudes tov1ard mental illness 
were a further block, and their own guilt f eelings . 
11 ne feel that this study points out the neces-
sity of maintaining close t ies betvmen patient and 
relatives from the very beginning of hospitalization . 
In this way, the development of a iddening breach 
betHeen the patient a'1d the community can be avoided, 
and the patient would less likely be forgotten by 
·the family . This of course, means continued inter-
pretation to relatives of mental illness in terms 
of the individual patient . It means liason betHeen 
hospital personnel concerned and relatives to en-
courage and stimulat e the maintenance of ties with 
the patient . The relatives must understand that 
the hospital can care for acute situations in men-
tal ill ness , but that the family and community also 
has its part of the job and t he relatives must ex-
tend t heir interest and cooperation in working out 
the problem furt her . One of our prime considera-
tions , ~hen, should be an emphasis in educating 
the relatives to assume their responsibility toward 
the mentally ill patient . 11 • 
In summarizing some of the remarks of the authors menti oned in this 
chapter, we s ee some consistent trends about certain characteristics of 
. . 
the relatives, and v1hat should be done to help them. I t is generally 
agreed t hat relatives find hospitali~ing the patient very anxiety pro-
voldng and they hesitate to go through with hospitalization . The authors 
also agree that social Horker s should relieve the relatives• anxieties 
to : ( 1) J·{inimize interference lori. th treatment by lessening the guilt 
that drives tne relatives to make criti cal remarks about the hospital 
and disrupt hospital routi ne , or withdraw the patient against medical 
advice . (2) Help keep a positive attitude toward the patient and utilize 
the relative as part of the treatment team. (3) Make trial visit plan-
ning easier when the patient is ready to leave the hospital. 
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CHA?rER III 
CHARACTEdiSTICS OF THE SUn-SA'fJPLE AND CASE ILLUSTRATIONS 
Of the 31 cases in this study, 19 of the relatives were interviewed, 
four at the relatives ' homes and 15 at the hospital . Among those that 
werro not interviewed: Four cases (see Table 2) were on trial visit and 
two cases went home frequently on passes . Another case colud not be con-
tacted , and the letter 1.Jas returned unclaimed . 
An eighth case r esponded to the first letter, and stated that she 
could not discuss the· care of her husband because she t·1orked, but left an 
opening for another appointment. A second lett er was sent, to which she 
stated that she could not keep the appointment again, but "t>Jould contact 
this writer when she Visited the hospital. In spite of the fact that she 
visited 27 times during the last year, she did not visit for more than tvro 
months 1o1hile this v.TI"i ter tried to contact her . 
A ninth case cid not reply to tne first letter and the r elative was 
contacted by telephone and an evening appointment was arranged through the 
relative ' s wife to see hi~ at his home . Upon arrivinr at the relative's 
home, the writer was informed by the relative's wife that her husband had 
called her and said that he would be tvorking late that evening . She thought 
that it was a strange coincidence that this should happen because her hus-
band nad not worked overtL'lle in several months . She stated that she did 
not know much about the patient and her husband did not speak much about 
him. vlhen they last visited the patient, which was several years ago, her 
husband became quite upset at seeing his brother and the other patients . 
Social service records revealed that this relative was contacted once in 
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in 1947, and the social worker's evaluation showed that the patient's 
brother was resistive about seeing the worker and tva.s not interested in 
having the patient home for trial visit. 
The tenth case was contacted by letter and telephoned to state that 
she could not come to the hospital because she was ill , but would be 
glad to see the writer when she was feeling better . Subsequent attempts 
to reach this patient's sister by telephone failed and no one answered the 
telephone . 
In a eleventh case, the patient ' s mother did not respond to the first 
letter, but stated after a second letter that she would see the writer 
when she visited again if a Sunday interview could be arranged. An ap-
pointment was scheduled for a Sunday through a third letter, but she did 
not keep the appointment. Since she lived out of the territory, no fur-
t ner attempt was made to contact her although she had visited 3L~ times 
over the past year. 
A twelfth case, t..fno lived out of terri tory, w-as contacted by letter, 
but since she did not reply , the case was dropped. Visiting records and 
the social service records showed that she visited her husband tvrice over 
the past yea.r . Their marital relationship were strained and she was con-
sidering divorce when she was last visited by a social 1-10rker. 
Table 2 (page 22) gives a overall view of the 31 patients . 
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1'able 2. Some characteristics of 31 patients 
According to Source of deferral, years 
at Bedford, Numbet· of days leave, Num-
ber of visits, Age and Marital stattlS 
Case Source of Years at ~/ No. of No. of Age No. Referral Bedford days b/ visits 
leave--
1 ~v .Roxbury VAH 27 0 5 63 
2 Northampton VAtl 26 0 6 57 
3 Danvers SH 25 0 0 65 
u Danvers SH 23 0 17 59 
5 Boston Psycho . 21 0 27 62 
6 Danvers SH 18 0 5 56 
7 Hetropo1itan SH 17 0 1 68 
8 Boston SH 15 0 3 65 
9 Rutla.Tid VAH 15 0 7 62 
10 \<lestborough SH 13 0 7 61 
11 Cushing VAH 11 0 0 uo 
12 Bosworth H ll 5 13 41 
13 Chelsea S . Home 10 0 0 u1 
14 Boston SH 9 0 2 61 
15 Danvers SH 9 12 5 38 
16 Bosworth H 8 0 70 30 
17 Northampton VAH 7 0 5 65 
18 Cushing VAH 7 220y 4 32 
19 Cushing VAH 6 0 3u 31 
20 N. Hampshire SH u 46c/ 8 33 
21 R. Island SH 3 61y 21 31 
22 Home 2 0 47 33 
23 Worcester SH 2 52~ 11 27 
2u Worcester SH 1 Sf§./ 11 28 
25 Gardner SH 1 0 1 59 
26 Home 1 14 1 26 
27 Chelsea S . Home 1 0 Ju 76 
28 N. Hampshire SH 3 mo . 0 18b/ 69 
29 N. Hampshire SH 3 mo. 0 l8b/ 32 
30 Home 1 mo . c/ 24~ 34 
31 Home 1 mo . ~/ 2itW 38 
!f Continuous hospitalization 
£/ Visits pro-rated over a year 
~ Frequent passes to go home 
EJ On trial visit 
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Marital 
status 
s 
s 
s 
s 
m 
wid. 
s 
m 
s 
d 
s 
s 
s 
s 
d 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
6 
s 
m 
s 
s 
s 
m 
m 
sep. 
s 
If we were to arbitrarily divide the cases into a chronic and acute 
group, we can convenientl y put the .first fourteen cases into the chronic 
category. In age , they are all over forty, and they tend to have less 
frequent visits from their r elatives . In the acute group, it is noted 
t hat the patients \~ho are on trial visit or are frequently on passes to 
go home come between the extreme years of hospitalization . This seems 
consistent vnth treatment trends , i . e . , the recent admissions are not 
well enough to go out until they undergo a period of treatment, and the 
chronic cases are what is left after the treatment has failed to rehabili-
tate them enough so t hey could leave the hospital. It is noted also , that 
although there were five patients \·Tith one year of hospitalization and four 
patients with periods of hospitali zation of more than a year, there is a 
sharp decline of patients id th periods of hospitalization of more than a 
year. I t i s noted too, that the patients with between t>vo and eight years 
of hospitalization tend to go out of the hospital on l eave most frequent-
ly, or are presentl y on trial visit . 
Table 2 shows that a large majority of the patients are transfers 
f r om other hospitals, and it is not known exactl y how long these patients 
have been at the other hospitals before they vrere transferred to Bedford, 
nor i s it lmown what the rate of admission has been over the years . Thus, 
t he accuracy of the statements in the preceding paragraph about treatment 
trends cannot be validated here . 
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ATTI'l'UD.I!S OF RSLA'l'IVES T01iA.tiD VISITING, TO\-.A.rtD TH..!. HOSPITAL 
Aim TREATMl1'NT AND TOt'lARD 1-00.'TAL ILLNliSS 
Case Presentations 
The purpose of the several case presentations is to show the reader 
ho"T the cases were categorized into different attitudes and the basis 
for making these decisions . Also, to describe the typical types of cases 
encountered . In all the cases a large part of the summarizations were 
subjective and interpreted by this writer . Hmvever, the writer tried to 
minimize extensive interpreting, keeping as much as possible to definite 
evidence . 
The decision to present sample cases ratner than describing each 
case was based on the belief that research presentati on is a summary of 
data which have been compiled into understandable terms and not a matter 
of presenting all the material, which is un~deldy, difficult to under-
stand and unassimilated. 
Case number three 
Attitude of Patient ' s niece Toward Visit ing 
The last time she visited, the patient did not recognize 
her nor any of the other relatives that visi ted with her that 
day. They tried to tell the patient who they were , but it 
did not do any good. The patient's mother visited regularly 
for many years , but she died a year ago . She stated that she 
would visit more often if they had a car . \vhen sum"'ler came. 
she thought she would visit more often . It was noted that she 
did not visi t last summer nor since . 
Attitude Tot-lard the rlospital and Tr eatment 
She thought that t he patient was getting adequate care, 
but had no idea what the treatment was . She thought that he 
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was getting worse, but had no idea why he was getting worse, 
then said his old age might have something to do with it . 
She had come into contact vdth a nurse who told her on her 
last visit that the patient was not feeling very well be-
cause he was transferred from another ward for an operation. 
She was infonned by the hospital about his operation, and 
visited to see ho'J the patient -v;as . She had not come into 
contact vnth any of the other ward personnel nor the social 
service department. She had no i dea what social service 
did and she had never been contacted or had occasion to 
talk to a social worker before . 
Attitude Toward Mental Illness 
Because she was only a child when the patient became 
ill, she could not r emember much about the patient becoming 
ill and what had happened. She, however, remembered that 
the patient sat on a~ outdoor sw~ng all day long, was con-
stantly imagining new inventions . Her mother (patient ' s 
sister) called the doctor and he was con~tted . She re-
ferred to commitment as "put away. 11 She thought that in 
the old days people tended to hide any illness in the 
family, but things are a little different now, and people 
are more broadminded today . As far as she could remember 
and have experienced, people had a "too bad" attitude 
toward her family . She thought t hat since the patient had 
been in the hospital so long, he lost all significance in 
the family. She thought that t be patient was a "hopeless 
case" now and social service sho¥ld spend more t .ime on 
those younger patients who had a better chance of recovery. 
She did not remember much about the patient being ill and 
hovT it affected the family in the earlier days because she 
Has so y01.mg and since it was such a long time ago. 
Evaluation of the .delative in the Interview Situation 
----~----- -- --- -- ---The informant did not seem to be too concerned about 
the patient and the most prominent thing noticed was the 
indifference stemming probably from the long years of 
hospitalization . The family had aL~ost completely for-
gotten the patient. Some guilt was expressed about not 
visiting as often as she thought she sho11ld . It seemed t hat 
the worker stood as a sort of judge who demanded that all 
patients should have visit ors . No hostility was noted. 
No strong feelin gs of any kind were noted. The informant 
had a vague recollection that a letter was received from 
social service about an appointment. The home visit was 
arranged through telephone and the informant was seen the 
same day. 
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In case number three, the relative was never close to the patient. 
I t was the relative ' s mother who was close, but she died a year ago and 
this relative (patient ' s neice) took over legal guardianship . The pa-
tient has been ill over 25 years and the famil y had just about forgotten 
about the patient, the family ties being readjusted and leaving the pa-
tient almost completely out of the family picture . Mrs . B. was satisfied 
with the knovTledge that the patient had good custodial care and had no 
hope for the patient ever recovering from the illness . Since the patient 
has been away from home for so long, he was almost a compl ete stranger 
and they saw no reason to Visit the p~tient . She did not know much about 
the hospital and probably cared less. The fact that the patient did not 
recognize the relatives probably helped in furthering this type of re-
lationslrlp between the relative and the pati ent . In view of the fact 
that the pati ent is almost a stranger in the family and almost all the 
emotional ties were broken, it seems logical that the relative would not 
have any strong attitudes toward the hospital , either in the positive or 
negative direction. By the same token, ther e was little reason for the 
relative to show any hostility tovrard the writer, and none was noted. 
The reader will note that the relative showed some guilt about not as-
suming sufficient responsibility about the patient ' s care as she told the 
v1riter tnat she would visit more often if she had a car and would Visit 
more often when the weather got better. 
The case was summarized in the following manner : 
Attitude toward hospital : custodial care . 
Attitude tol-Tard visiting : some guilt shown about not visiti ng, 
mainl y indiffer ent . 
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Attitude toward patient : indifferent . 
Attitude tot-rard writer : cooperative . 
Cause of illness : Do not lmm-1, never gave it much thought . 
~ression of guilt: some guilt about not taking an active 
interest in t he patient, such as visits . 
Hostility: none . 
Shame : pati ent forgot ten, no strong feelings expressed. 
Willingness to take patient home: no . No hope for recovery. 
Case number four 
Attitude of Patient ' s brother Toward Visiting 
Bus service to the hospital i s bad and it is not the 
easi est place to visit . He has a car, but it is being used 
most of the time and he came by bus today. He visited week-
ly some years ago but his visiting has dwindled down over 
the years . rfe volunteer ed that t he reason he did not re-
spond to the f irst letter was because he was not sure he 
could come, he worked on Sundays and sometimes it was diffi-
cult for him to visit . The visiting hours made little dif-
ference to him, but thought t hat for others, a special pro-
vision should be made for odd hour visits for those who 
could not come during regular visiting days. 
Attitude Towar d t he Hospital and Tr eat ment 
He stated that he got no i nformation about the diagno-
sis of the pat ient or treatment from the hospital, but stated 
in another connection that he did not talk to the doctor f or 
any reason or found any reason to request for an appointment 
vdth the ward doctor . He thought that if he had recei ved 
information about the pat ient ' s treatment and diagnosis he 
''"ould have known what to do . It 1-ras noted that he made no 
attempt to seek information from the doctors . He thought 
that the patient was very good with his hands and occupation-
al therapy did not develop his potenti al to its fullest . 
'fhe patient, ne thought, had not shown any improvement nor 
did he get any worse . He stated that he was a great believer 
of preventi on, to get to work on a person early so there is 
a chance for cure . Also , he was a great believer in segrega-
tion--all types of segregation, l ooking straight at the worker. 
(This wor ker is of a minority group) . He thought that all 
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patients should oe segregated into diagnostic groups, condition, 
age, etc . When he was asked ~nat he thought social service did, 
he stated that be knew something about social service since he 
took several courses i n soci ology and a course in cr iminol ogy, 
but did not go into social rTor k practice . He thought that so-
cial service \-las a "br other to publi c relations, " to improve 
relations between patient, families and the hospital . de had 
nev~r been contacted by social ser vice, the only contact he 
had had was with ward attendants . He hoped that this informa-
tion was not all a waste of t i me , and something constructive 
\-Tas coming out of it. 
Attitude Toward Hental Illness 
He thought t hat the patient became i l l while he was i n 
the service , the patient was struck by a propeller while in 
service, ( \ol\<1 I) and sti ll has a scar on his face . He had 
tried to find out exact l y what had happened, but has never 
gotten any satisfactory answer f rom t he service . The patient 
Has described as a quiet person and an excellent mechanic be-
fore he went into the service . 1Hhen the patient came back 
from the service , he was "restl ess, unsettled and active . " He 
had tried to take care of the patient but could not look after 
him twenty-four hours a day, so he called a doctor and after 
consultation, had him committed. He thought that if he did it 
h.il'llSelf, it would be "les s conspicuous" and on questioning be 
stated that ~~ere would be no police , ambulance, doctors , etc . 
to att ract attention . He thought that mental illness in nis 
family did not affect his relations with other people at all , 
not that he could see anyway. 
~valuation of the Relative i n the Inter view Situation 
,,;.;._....;...._ - - - - - ---
The informant was ext remely hostil e , as sholm by his 
periodic references like "young man--hope this information 
is going to be of some use and not a waste of time- --bel iev-
ing in segregation in ever ything, " using big words , then ex-
plaining to the worker what he meant , hinting at his Ol-TD ac-
complishment such as being a trained social worker , being 
trained i n law, and being a teacher for 25 years . He showed 
no warmness toHard the patient, constantly shifted positions 
as he sat in his chair, as i f being very uneasy and nervous . 
He projected all tne blame on the government, f r om the ill-
ness to the care of the patient, bl aming the doctors for not 
giving hi'll any information, but not bothering to inquire 
about the patient. 
In case number four , the most prominent theme in the interview is 
the marked hostility toward the \·Tri ter. Quite noticeable also is the 
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relati.ve's attempt to shm·T the family ' s respectability, referring to his 
acco~plishments and also aoout the patient's abilities before he became 
ill . It is also noted that the relative was not satisfied with the 
hospital and made several critical remarks about the inadequate treat-
Y ment his brother was receiving . Kapman feels that this is a manifesta-
tion of 11 aggression from a sense of shame . 11 
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•• • • an uneasiness and defensiveness in the visitor's 
attitude to the institution and its personnel can of-
ten be detected . The visitor or relati~e is often 
quick to detect any possible asper sion on the family 
scutcheon •• •• it will often be seen in the visitor's 
launching on an 'all- out' account of the respectability 
of the family, their social achievements, the patient's 
fine background and so on. " 
lir . P. also expressed som~ guilt about not visiting as often as he 
ought to, making excuses for not visiting and stating that although he 
does not visit regularly now, he formerly did visit more regularly. 
There has been no previous social service activity in this case . 
Visiting records showed that }rr . P. visited seventeen times over the 
past year and the cl inical records shoVIed that the patient 1-1as seclusive , 
withdrawn and in poor contact with reality, no change over the past few 
years . Thus , the relative's stat ements about the patient ' s condition 
and visiting habits were not exaggerated . 
Case sumJ'I\ary: 
Attitude toward hospital : critical 
~Cit. , P. 384. 
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Attitude toward visiting: visits out of duty, compulsive . 
Attitude toward patient: positive, no warmth . 
Attitude toward writer : marked hostility. 
Cause of illness : physical injury (struck by propeller) . 
Expressi on of guilt: not taking enough responsibility in the 
care of the patient. Projected onto 
hospital . 
Hostility: marked . 
Shame : ·rhe relative stated that the illness did not affect his 
relationship with others, but he had his brother com-
mited quietly and avoided attracting any attention . 
Willingness to take patient home : No . No room at home 
because of his Olm family . 
Case number six 
At~itude of Pat ient ' s Daughter Toward Visiting 
She works during the afternoons and gets one day a 
week off so it is difficult for her to visit during the 
rreekdays . The only time she gets off is on Sundays and 
she would like to spend the time with her three children. 
She is divorced and she ha.s to support her children by 
herself. She has visited in the mornings in the past 
and have found the doctors very nice about irregular visits . 
She drives to the hospital, but has to drive one and a half 
hours to get to the hospital. 
Attitude Toward the Hospital 
The patient was given electric shock treatment three 
or four years ago, but had to be discontinued because an 
operation f or "a tumor or something" was necessary. She 
wished he ¥7ould be put back on EST since he tias showing 
considerable improvement until he was taken off. He has 
not sno1·m any i mprovement since he was taken off t.S'l' , re-
maining at the same level of adjustment . She never had 
been contacted by social service before . She thought that 
social service helped people l-Ti th clearing financial mat-
ters . She explained that social service 11 keeps in touch 
ui th relatives and helps with family problems," and 
wondered if she could discuss some of t he problems of 
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guardianship and the patient 1 s financial status with a 
social \'lorker some time . She was given an opportunity 
to discuss this vrith this \·lorker the next time she visited. 
She thought that this hospital was doing all it could to 
help her father . 
Attitude To·Hard Mental Illness 
She had no idea what might have caused his illness, 
she was only eleven years old then . She described him 
then; "he used to laugh, talk to himself , 11 and she knew 
something was 1-1rong with him. She did not live 1d th her 
father then because her mother was a.l"l alcoholic and her 
father did not '1-lant her to live with her mother . People 
do not knotv that her father i s in Bedford . She thought 
that people might think that it is inherited. She does 
not talk to anyone about his illness . 
Evaluation of the Relative in the Interview Situation 
- -- -- - -----She seemed genuinely interested, very cooperative 
and 1o1arm toward her fat her . Her interest showed in her 
contacting the doctors to find out how the patient was 
doing, periodic visits in spite of the difficulties of 
distance and the fact that she has three children and 
working . rter father became ill tvhen she was only eleven 
ye~s old , was not living at home with him, but after 
these many years, she still had an active interest . One 
might Honder how much of this attachment is a fantasied 
conception of what the father was, and her attachment to 
him was neurotically based. Her childhood v1as not pleasant, 
not living at home but still "being very close to my father . " 
tier image of her father seemed to be fixated and there was 
a denial of the ~resent father as he is, preferring to see 
him as he '\-l'as in the past when she was a child. She spoke 
in glowing terms about her father in the interview and 
shovred the worker a number of pictures of her father when 
he was twenty- five years younger. 
Case number six i llustrated a relative who has a very positive in-
terest in the patient . She made no critical remarks about the hospital 
although she wished her father would be put back on electric shock, 
contacted the ward doctor about the patient ' s progress , and visited in 
spite of dil'!icul ties in getting to the hospital. It i s no tee 
that the r elative could in no way realistically hold herself responsible 
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for the patient 1 s illness, and guilt of any sort tvas not detected in any 
form . 'rhe social service file had no folder on this case and visiting 
records showed that she visited f i ve times over the past year . Toe 
clinical files showed that the patient Has hallucinating and deluded, 
but had shown some i.rnprovement o-ver the past two years . rte was still 
noisy and belligerent at t i mes . 
Case summary: 
Attit ude t owar d hospital: positive. 
Attitude toward visiting: visits out of devotion . 
Attitude tm-Tard patient : positive , "1-Tarm . 
At1-itude to1-;ard trriter : cooper ative . 
Cause of illness : does not know . 
~pression of guilt : none 
riostility: none . 
Shame : proud of father, but hides fact that father is in hospital . 
willingness to take patient home : subjective yes , if the 
patient is well enough to go home. 
Case number twenty- t wo 
At~ tude of Pat ient 1 s }1other Towar d Vi siting 
She visits only on Sundays because of transportation 
problem, but· it is not a burden to visit on Sundays and 
her son always comes with her. It is not a financial bur-
den and they enjoy coming to the hospital . The members 
of the family are very cl os e and one or several of the 
sons always visit. She thought that the visiting arrange-
ments were fine and likes it just ~he way it was . The pa-
tient seems to appreciate visiting and asks for her when 
sne does not visit, but the patien~ refuses to go home . 
rle is as~ed to go home with them whenever they visit , but 
the patient al'1-1ays says no . 
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Attitude Toward the Hospital and Treatment 
She felt that her son was ill and needed to be hos-
pitalized. Since he had been i n the hospital he has 
shovm improvement, particularly in the last three 1r1eeks . 
rle is more communicative and talks a lot more than he 
used to . She had no idea what th2 treatment 1r1as at the 
particular time, but was in favor of any treatment the 
hospital felt would do the patient good, except EST be-
cause her son had found out that she consented to it and 
the patient vras angry at her for allowing it to happen . 
Because she visits only on Sundays , she has not seen any 
of the doctors , but sees the nurse or 1-1ard attendants 
occasionally. She did not see any particular need t o see 
any of the doctors . She did not have any conception of 
what social service did, although she was contacted by 
social service and thought the lo~or ker was very nice. 
Attitude Toward Mental Illness 
She first recognized her son being 11different11 as 
soon as he returned f rom the service . He 1rras described 
as being nervous and going off into the viOods and not re-
turning f or a day or so , and sat on the street corner by 
hi.'l!self . He becaTT\e worse as time went by and started to 
i magine people were watching him. This is still his 
problem. She did not go to any particular source to find 
out about mental illness and l earned about mental illness 
from her sick son . Si.nce their famil y is very close , she 
can talk about mental i llness to any of the family members . 
She had no i dea ~~at might have caused the illness . She 
thought that most of t he people who knew them were sym-
pathetic and had no trouble relating to them, but admitteo 
that she tried to hide t he fact t hat her son was in a 
mental hospital because of the diff iculties with the atti-
tudes of people . 
Evaluation of the Relative in the Interview· Situation 
The patient's mother was very frank and honest in her 
r emarks and made no attempt to conceal her attitudes . She 
kept to the point and tried to keep on the subject . Al -
t hough she seemed interested in the patient, she di d not 
show any real warmth toward him, speru<ing in a matter- of-
fact tone of voice . 
This case illustrates a mother who visits the patient regularly and 
seems ostensibly concerned about the patient, but shows lack of warmth 
toward the patient. Visits were regular and frequent , but evaluation 
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of the patient 's mother in the interview sho1-red that she l acked any i-rarmth 
tot.rard the patient, speaking in a detached tone of voice. 
Social service notes indicate that the mother showed definite warm-
ness for the patient vmich is not consistent Hith this l'lriter ' s opinion. 
She was contacted at least three times . The clinical record and ward 
physician revealed that the patient seemed quite hostile and resentful, 
but would not discuss anything . The doctor t hought that the relative's 
attitude l-Tas positi ve J but was not sure . 
Case sunnnary: 
Atti tude toward hospital : positive . 
Attitude toward visiting: positive, enjoys visiting . 
Attitude tmvard patient : positive , no warmth . 
Attitude toward vrriter : cooperative . 
Cause of illness: does not know. 
Expression of guilt: no definite signs . 
Hostility: none 
Shame : hides illness from people 
Willingness to take ~atient home : yes , any time. 
Analysis of Case Information 
In the preliminary stages of the study, it -wras felt that the patients 
rmuld benefit from r elatives ' visits and the study t.J"ould, in part , at-
tempt to find what the reasons for visiting were, or why the .relatives 
did not visit . It was hoped that an understanding of the rel atives' 
feelings in this area would not only be of theoretical interest, but also 
hel p in findi.ng ways to encourage visiting. Table 3, page 35, shows the 
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reasons expressed by the r elatives f or visiting. 
Table 3. Attitudes of 19 Relati ves (:t·hlltiple Coded) 
Toward Visiting 
rteason f or visiting Number 
Visit out of duty 9 
Visit out of devotion 5 
Enjoy visiting 4 
Never visi ted 3 
No difficulty in visiting 4 
Distance and/or transportation problem 8 
Lack time to visit 9 
Other 1 
Perhaps the most prominent indication of Table 3 is the f act t hat 
the relatives expressed fewer positive reasons about visiting than al.1 
c. t hers . The positive reasons given '.vere : enjoy visiting, no diffi culty 
in visi ting and visit out of devotion . These totaled fourteen, while all 
t he others totaled thirty. Thus negative attitudes and difficulties 
to\vard vis i ting outn\LTtlbered the positive attitudes by more than two to 
one . Four of t he nineteen r elatives visited three times or less over 
t he pas t year . Of t hese four cases, two indicated t hat t he patient was 
all but f orgotten while the other two indicated that visiting was tbreate~ 
ing to them. '£he writer observed that t here seemed to be no association 
between the distance from the hospital and frequency of visit . Also, 
t hat relatives wno really expressed a desire to visit tended to visit 
more frequently in spite of objectively- determined hardships than those 
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relatives who claimed hardship who did not really \·rant to visit (based 
on the writer's evaluation of objectively- determined hardship) . 
Experience of social lvorkers at Bedford Hospital has shovm that in 
most cases the most practical place for patients to live when they left 
the hospital 1vas at home vThere they can get some supervision and have 
some security i n closeness to family members . 
Table 4. Attitudes of Relatives Toward Patient 
Returning Home, according to Years of 
Hospitalization and Number of Visits, 
Attitude toward Years at No . of Attitude toward 
Returning Home Bedford visits patient 
No hope for recovery 27 5 Some warmness 
No hope for recovery 26 6 Indifference 
No hope for recovery 25 0 Concern, no warmth 
No room at home 23 17 Positive 
If patient well enough 18 5 Indifference 
No hope for recovery 17 1 Ambivalent 
No hope for recovery 15 3 Positive, mild 
No hope for recovery 13 7 Positive 
Patient invalid 11 7 Indifference 
No room at home 11 0 Positive, warm 
If patient v1ell enough 10 13 Positive, ivarm 
Yes 8 5 Ambivalent 
Yes 7 70 Positive, warm 
No room at home 1 5 Positive, warm 
If patient well enough 4 34 Positive, no warmth 
Yes 2 47 Positive, no vTarmth 
If patient well enough 1 28 Positive , warm 
If patient well enough 1 34 Positive , warm 
I f patient well enough 2/3 48 Positive, t-Tarm 
Table 4 indicates t hat relatives of patients who have been in the 
hospital for longer period of time tend to abandon hope t hat the patient 
would improve sufficiently to be able to leave the hospital . The table 
also shows that those patients that have been in the hospital f or a 
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relatively short time have a tendency to have relatives who are more 
positive toHard the patient and also a tendency to have family ties 
intact . The more recent t he admission, the more likely the patient 
'"ould have relatives who take a positive interest in the patient and 
more ~nlling to take the patient home on the whole . Visiting character-
is tics also tend to shot.; that the more recent the hospitalization, the 
more frequent tne patient is visited, with certain exceptions noted. 
The tendency for relatives to lose interest in the patient with long 
periods of hospitalization is illustrated in the discussion of case 
number three in the previous chapter . 
Attitude Toward the Hospital and Treat~ent 
The rationale for exploring this area was not only to inquire about 
the relative 's attitudes tmiard the hospital per se, but also to seek 
the more subtle attitudes expressed through such mechanisms as projec-
tion and displacement. 
Kapmans/ states that : 
"there are consta.11t and persistent attempts to find dis-
placement objects for tlri.s sense of guilt . This is com-
PlOnly shotm, for example , in the invariable attempt to 
f ind a scapegoat for any injury incurred by the patient, 
no matter how obvious it may be that the injury is self-
i:lllicted or due to an unavoidable accident . " 
Guilt may also sho1v itself when the relative makes tmreasonably 
critical comments about the treatment of their patient . Coleman2/ de-
scribes the mechanism of projection as : "placing blarn.e for difficulties 
~ Op . cit . , P. 384 
]/ James C. Coleman, Abnormal Psychology and Modern Life, 
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1950, p.~ . 
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upon others or attributing one 1 s o1m unethical desires to others • 11 Fi-
nally, the relative may 11wash his hands clean11 by relegating the r esponsi-
bility of patient care to the hospital. ~ dealing with the situation 
in this way, the relative feels that he i s no longer accountable f or t he 
patient ' s condition or care because the hospital is the sole and final 
authority, thus accountable for whatever happens to the patient. 
Table 5. Relationship of the Visiting 
Relatives to the Patient 
Visitor Number 
Mother 3 
Father 
Sister 4 
Brother 6 
Niece 2 
Wife 3 
Daughter 1 
Total 19 
Table 5 shows that female relatives outnumbered the male relatives 
by more than t;.ro to one, and none of the patients ' fathers 1~ere visitors . 
Another indication from the table is that the most frequent group of 
visitors l-Tere siblings . This is quite understandable since t he average 
age of t he patient s was fi f t y- two and of the nineteen patients, ten 
1-rere more than fifty-five years old. The tendency for the older patients 
not to have living parents is obvious and can be expected. 
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Table 6 gives the marital status of the patients , and inspection 
of the table shm-Ts why Hives and children of the patients do not visit . 
'fable 6 . l'iari tal Status of Pati ents 
!1arital status Number 
Single 13 
Harried 3 
Divorced 2 
Wido1-1er 1 
Total 19 
-----------------------
From Table 6 it becomes apparent that the patients would not have 
many children who could be potential visitors because of thei r marital 
s tatus . 'rhus , it is quite apparent that the patients would have siblings 
as the most common visitor simply because the patients have more rela-
tives who are siblings than any other relatives . The assumption in this 
last statement is based on the fact that the general population consists 
of families with more than one child and the patients' families are no 
exceptions . 
Table 7 shows the relatives' attitudes toward the hospital . 
Table 7. Attitude of Relatives Toward 
the Hospital and Treatment 
Attitude 
Positive 
Critical 
l"lildly critical 
Custodial care 
Over enthusiastic 
Total 
Number 
8 
4 
2 
3 
2 
19 
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In those cases where the relatives were critical, without ex-
ception they tended to show at least some signs of unreasonabl e de-
mands, such as insisting that their patient sho\ud be allowed to have 
a radio, or the doctors should have been more careful in seeing that 
injuries of various sorts (mostly unavoidable) were not inflicten on 
their patient . Case number four as described in the previous chapter 
illustrates this cr iticalness of the r elative toward the hospital . 
In the mildly critical group , i t was not possible to decide 
tuth any degree of certainty what this criticism represented, there-
fore , it was put into a separate catego~, and perhaps belonrs in a 
mid- group between the polarities of expressed attitudes toward the 
hospital . In the two cases where the relatives never questioned the 
hospital and i n fact seemed totall y accepting, the ~n·i ter felt that 
relatives were trying to dissociate their part of the responsibility 
by relegating total patient care to the hospital . 
Blac\anur ' s~ study of thirty cas es i ndicated that guilt feelings 
of relatives were not uncommon . She also reported among other things , 
that shame of having a member of the family i n a mental hospital was 
evident . Her table as presented on page 41 show this graphically. 
~ Op . cit . PP 24-26 . 
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Table 8. Guilt ~~d Fears Expressed by 30 
~elatives in a Study by Blackmur 
(Multiple coded) !f 
~pressed ~otions Number 
Fear of hospital 7 
Fear patient l'Till be mistreated 8 
Guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility 2 
Shame that member of family hospitalized 8 
Guilt and fear in any way was responsible 7 
Fear of inheritance 1 
r'ear patient w.rould hold it against relative 7 
a/ Elizabeth olaclonur, 11A Study of the Social History Intervierr in a rlos-
- pital for the l.entally Ill, b~th Especial Regard to the Emotional Prob-
lems of 3elati ves Surrounding the Admission frocess, 11 Unpublished 
~aster's Thesis, Boston University School of Social Work, 1948. PP . 24- 26. 
The writer has found evidence consistent with Blackmur 1s findings , 
particularly in the area of guilt feelings of avoiding responsibility and 
shame that a member of the family is hospitalized, and this is illustrated 
in Table 9. 
Table 9. Guilt Expressions of Relatives (Multi ple Coded) 
Guilt expressions 
Guilt feelings of avoiding resoonsibility 
No guilt expressed 
Shame that member of family hospitalized 
Hospitalization presented no shame or disgrace 
Fear of inheritance 
Number 
10 
9 
9 
10 
1 
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In determining what constituted an expression of guilt from avoiding 
responsibility, the relatives 1 attitue toward visiting ;-1as taken into 
account along vii th the overall tone expressed in the interview. I f the 
relatives expressed some guilt about not visiting as often as they thought 
they should, this iY"as interpreted as manifesting gcil t from not taking 
enough responsibility for the care of the patient . Shame that a member 
of the family was hospitalized was largely determined by their attitude 
toward and how they related to people in general about their ill patient . 
If t he relative stated that t hey tended not to talk about the patient 
Hith mo~t people, it was interpreted to mean that they at least exhibited 
some shame about a member of their family being ill. In any case, an 
overall evaluation of the intervielv t<ras an important factor in deciding . 
According to Table 9 , just about half of the expressed attitudes 
were associated vlith either guilt, or expression of shame that a relative 
is in a mental hospital . 'fhe existence of these attitudes in such pro-
portions makes one wonder how the relatives handled t heir feelings and 
if they project, displace or deny these feelings . A look at Table 7 shows 
t hat only ei ght relatives showed a definitely positive attitude tov1ard 
the hospital and treatment while the other eleven shovred attitudes ranging 
from in~ifferent to critical . Thus there are some grounds to believe 
that the cause of negative attitudes tov1ard the hospital and treatment 
stems from guilt reaction and shame . This added bit of information about 
guilt puts the statements expressed in discussing Table 5 on firmer 
grounds and vise-versa. 
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Attitude Toward Mental Illness 
The cause of mental illness can be attributed to many different 
f actors , and it i s di fficult to single out a sole factor and say with 
any degr ee of certainty t hat mental illness is caused by factor X. Some 
writers think that hereditary factors may be a strong influence, but 
little is knmm about her editary factors as it affects illness. Hor1ever, 
this is not to say that heredity and constitutional factors are not i m-
portant . There is ample evidence to sho\~ that brain damage will cause 
mental breakdm·m, but this does not explain the many cases of functional 
disorders . Coleman2/ states that there are precariously adjusted people 
who will "crack up" under slight stress and others that can take tre-
mendous amounts of stress before decompensation occurs. But any person 
t·rl.ll decompensate if the stress are great enough. He uses the term 
"stress tolerance" and "frustration tolerance11 to indicate the degree 
v1hich a person can stand stress td thout undergoing personality disinter-
gration . rtibble£/ suggests that rejection , indifference, punishing or 
overindulgent mothers may cause unsatisfi ed and tense personalities which 
show very early, even in early infancy. The most common symptom of this 
is indicated in the disease lmown as marasmus (meaning "to vraste away.") 
2/ Op . cit., pp . 96-97. 
§/ Margaret A. ftibble, "Anxiety in Infants and Its Disorganizing 
Effects ," Hoclern Trends in Child Psychiatry, Internation Uni-
versities Press, New York, ~ 
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The importance of the early years of life has long been recognized as 
evidenced by the old saying, "As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined." 
However, it remained for Sigmund Freud and later twentieth- century in-
vestigators to grasp the full significance of the early formative years 
11 for later personality adjustment. Coleman states : 
"that these earliest years of life are highly important 
in starting the infant on the road to normal integration 
and development or to later ad.justive difficulties is 
unanimously agreed. Strangely enough, however, we have 
very little experimental data on 1-1hich to make more 
specific statements and evaluations. What , for example, 
are the precise effects of early and late 1-1eaning or 
toilet training on personality development. Our ideas 
and theories are based mainly on clinical case histories, 
and as yet there is a dearth of experiments in which all 
of the relevant factors are carefully controlled and 
evaluated. " 
If Coleman's statements are true, and I have no reason to question 
them, we can accept the i mportance of the earliest years of childhood 
as a postulate since this is the present extent to the understanding of 
personality formation. 
A previous statement that all persons will decompensate if the 
stress were great enough needs to be clarified further . Persons whose 
personalities disintegrate only under great stress, such as "combat 
fatigue , 11 ;rill usually recover quickly and spontaneously when taken out 
of the stressful situation, whereas persons that decompensate under 
milder stress recover spontaneously less frequently . In other 1.orords, the 
lower the frustration tolerance, the less heal thy the personality tends 
1/~ cit. , pp. 116-117. 
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to be and t he more likely t he person's early childhood \vas inadequate . 
!f the above statements can be accepted, one mi ght conclude that in 
general, t he patients referred to in t his study have had very poor emotional 
exper iences i n childhood because all but three patients have been in the 
relatively 1mstressf ul atmosphere of the hospi tal for more t han two years 
and have not responded t o treatMent sufficiently to leave t he hospital . 
It is hi ghly 1mlikely that relatives would blame themselves or their 
families as a contributing cause of mental illness as Kapman§/ has pointed 
out. But since they have to blame some displacement object, it is quite 
1mderstandable that they blamed the military service or attributed the ill-
ness to some physical illness , or denied any knowledge of its cause . Which-
ever reason the relative may choose to bel ieve, it removes any aspersions 
about the respectability of the family. Table 10 shoHs the relat ives' 
opinions about the cause of illness as compared to Brown's2/ of 25 cases. 
Table 10 . Comparisons of Tt-To Studies on 
the Cause of Illness 
Cause of Illness 
Environmental pressure 
Outgrowth of Patient's personality 
Caused by physical illness or injury 
Did not know 
Inherited 
Hilitary service 
Poor home life 
This 
study 
1 
6 
8 
1 
4 
1 
Brown~/ 
14 
7 
3 
1 
£1 b/ 
~I 
y Joan Rich Brown, 11 The Need for Case\wrk 1d th Relatives of Menta.l Hos-
pital Patients, 11 Smith College Studies of Social Work, Northampton, Nass . , 
(Dec. , 1942) 13:1~ 
£/ Category not i ncluoeo in Brmm ' s study 
~ Op . cit. P. 384. 
21 Op . cit . , P. 186. 
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The writer found that some relatives attributed the cause of i llness 
to several different factors; thus the total is mor e than the number of 
cases interviewed . 
Brown 's study showed little agreement with this study, but then, 
there were several differences between these two studies . (Brown): (1) 
Did her study in 1942. ( 2) her interviews '1-rere conducted at intake 
when anxieties an.d guilt run highest. ( 3) Unlike the writer 1 s universe, 
Brmm 1 s relatives w·ere not necessarily relatives of veterans . (4) 
Since the Essex Hospital is a private hospital, which may have drawn a 
different type of clientele , such differences as differences in levels 
in socio- economic standing and education could have existed. 
I n this study, only one relative showed a good understanding of 
mental illness. This relative was the brother of the patient and. both 
experienced difficult childhoods. They were separated in childhood and 
v1ere adopted by t1-10 different families. The intervie>-red relative was 
fortunate in having good foster parents, but the patient was not as for -
tunate, and the relative attributed the patient ' s illness to his diffi-
cult childhood. 
A great majority of the relatives attributed the cause of illness 
to factors other than weak family ties . Those that did not blame the 
military service or a physical illness tended to deny any knmvledge 
about the cause . 10/ Goodale-- found that one of the causes of tension and 
anxiety at the intake interview was based on the fear that the relative 
had in some way contributed to the cause of illness, but in this present 
10/ ~cit . , PP. 47-49. 
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study, no relative showed concrete signs of this. However, it is noted 
that the relatives conveniently blamed everything else except their own 
family for having contributed to the illness. Some of these reasons 
were rather dubious , such as attributing the illness to an eye injury in 
the service or a hemorrhoid operation causing a shock which caused the ill-
ness . 
Table 11. Hanifestations of Guilt Thcpression 
1-ianifestation 
Compulsive visits 
Guilt projection 
Not visiting often enough 
None 
Total 
Number 
3 
2 
6 
8 
19 
The reasons for blaming factors other :than famil y 1veakness as the 
cause of mental breakdown is not clear (see Tabl e 10) , but the writer 
believes that it would be tenable to state that the reasons for blaming 
the cause of mental illness on factors other than the family was caused 
by shame and/or guilt . The clinical records revealed that three of the 
nineteen cases were diagnosed as organic psychosis, but a cross check with 
relatives ' conception of the cause of mental illness showed that although 
two of the three relatives attributed the cause to physical illness or 
injury, it did not correspond to the clinical findings . For ax~~ple, 
one relative attributed the illness to a hemorr hoid operation, but the 
clinical records shOived that the diagnosis vras Parkinson's syndrome. 
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The writer ' s study showed no definite signs which would indicate the type 
11/ 
of guilt mentioned by Goodale ,-- but her conclusion applied to this study 
vmuld seem plausable . 
One of the questions asked in every case involved the relatives• un-
derstanding of social service, i f they lvere ever contacted by social ser-
vice, and if so, how often. Their responses were classified into cate-
gories shown in Table 12. "Fragmentary" was defined to include those cases 
where they touched on one or two minor areas of social service functions , 
e . g., social service handled financial matters . 11 Fair11 understanding in-
eluded those cases where the relatives covered more than two minor areas, 
but showed no real understanding of its major functions . "Good11 understand-
ing included those relatives who covered a major segment of social service 
functioning, either through enumeration of its several functions or by ex-
pressing its essence in a general way, e . g. , social service discussed 
problellls with relatives ( \-1hich covers many aspects) • 
Table 11. Understanding of Social Service . 
Understanding Cases 
None 6 
Fragmentary 5 
Fair 3 
Good 4 
No inf ormation 1 
Total 19 
11/ Ib~, PP. 47-49. 
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Table 13 . Contacts With Social Service 
:~umber of contacts Cases 
------------------------------------
None 
Once 
Two to five 
Over five 
No information 
Total 
13 
2 
2 
1 
1 
19 
From Tables 12 and 13, it is evident that the relatives were not con-
tacted in the majority of the cases, but the statistics are somewhat ~s-
leading since the most intense work l·li th relatives centers around those 
cases tnat are ready to leave the hospital or are on trial visit . None of 
the cases in this study were tri al visi t cases or cases which incl uded 
those that \-Tent home frequently, and since social service worked most in-
tensi vely l·li th these cases , the statistics were biased against social ser-
vice . 
Host of the relatives showed poor understanding of the function of 
social service as 'fable 12 shows . But it was noted that none of the rela-
ti ves had any incorrect i..Tnpressions of the functions of a social Horker . 
It was also noted too, that even t hose relatives who were contacted by 
social service indicated in many cases that they had no idea or bad a very 
lL~ted idea of what social service did. From the evidence presented, one 
might be te~pted to conclude that social workers were not very effective 
in explaining the nature of social service, which is essentially true in 
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the writer's opinion. But the writer does not wish to imply that social 
service is failing to fulfill its functions . Because of the nature of a 
social worker's functions, it is quite difficult to make a relative under-
stand what a social worker does . Consider, for example, how one would 
demonstrate t hat a social worker helps to relieve anxieties and clarify a 
client ' s feelings Hhile doing it . Evidence from the cases in this study 
show that the r elative sees the social worker as a very pleasant person 
to talk with, but typically, the relative has no idea what the social 
worker 1 s job was . It -vmuld indeed be quite difficult to explain to the 
client that 11 I am here to relieve your anxieties and guilt and help clari-
fy your feelings . " 'rhe relative does, however, remember concrete services, 
such as help with financial difficulties , and this has been demonstrated 
by the numerous responses of the relatives in this study. 
so. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SID1MARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
For optimum .mental health and prognosis of the patients in a mental 
hospital, a healthy attitude and acceptance of the patient by their im-
mediate family and relatives are desirable . Negativistic attitudes such 
as shrune, fear , and rejection of the patient oo not help toward contribu-
ting to the mental health of the patient or the relative. 
It is recognized that relatives of hospitalized mental patients 
have anxieties and fears that are detrimental to the mental health of the 
patients, and caseworkers should help reli eve these anxi eties and fears. 
Aside from the therapeutic effect of sho1dng the patient that the rela-
tive is interested in the patient, a positive interest on the part of the 
relative will enable trial visit plans t o' be effected with the minimum of 
difficulty. It is hoped that the patient, when he is ready to leave the 
hospital, 1nll be able to go home where there can be close supervision. 
Thus , it is desirable that the relatives• i nterest be kept active from 
this viewpoint also . 
At the Bedford Veterans Admi nistration Hospital where personnel is 
lL~ted, there are limits upon the service that can be offered patients 
. 
and their relatives. To make op·timum use of the limited time availabl e , 
it is desirable to know what the existing attitudes are, and how dis-
torted these attitudes are toward (1) hospitalization, (2) the patient 
and mental illness and ( 3) tmvard visiting. 'rhis 1-1ould give an indication 
t:h.J~ ; Uf'l U I 'C 1 V I= l~:::il f'( 
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of the areas that need attention and what needs to be done to correct 
these attitudes if they exist . 
The purpose of this study was to try to find l'lhat these attitudes 
were , where the relatives got these ideas and when these attitudes grew. 
This v10uld give an indication and insight into the nature and magnitude 
of the problem. 
Preliminary 1iork on the project was done jointly by five students 
at the hospital , three from Simmons College a~d two from Boston Univer-
sity. In the developing stages of this study, the five student:;; met vrl.. th 
the agency research advisor regularly to discuss the various problems 
associated with the study. The main purposes of these group meetings 
Here to increase understa.11ding about the study and to evaluate different 
ideas and problems. 
The five students jointly worked out a common interview guide that 
was used in the interviews, and the data collected by each student were 
used in their ovm studies . An interview guide was used in preference to 
a detailed interview schedule because it was felt that an unstructured 
intervievr iiOuld be more spontaneous and subtle attitudes could be ob-
served 1ri th less difficulty. Hecording was done as soon after the inter-
viel'l as was practicable. 
A preliminary sample of 181 cases l'las selected by picking every 
tenth case from the admissions roster which was arranged according to the 
patients ' order of admission, t he earliest admissions having the lowest 
numbers . The 181 cases were refined and reduced to 155 cases, 31 cases 
being eliminated for various reasons. The 155 cases were distributed 
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among the five students, giving each student 31 cases. The l'iriter 1-1as 
able to interview 19 of the relatives and the other 12 cases were not in-
terviewed because of difficulties in contacting the relatives for various 
reasons . 
In this study, about half of the relatives showed gtult and/or shame 
about having a r elative in a mental hospital , and more than two- thirds 
shmved negative attitudes about visiting, and an overwhelming ma,iority 
showed little understanding of mental illness i n spite of the numerous 
discussions in the magazines, newspapers , radio and television about 
mental illness . And only eight of t he 19 relatives showed a positive at-
t itude toward the hospital and treatment . 
Since there were a great number of relatives who showed negative 
attitudes toward visi ting, hospit al and treatment , and little understand-
ing of mental illness , there seem to be a need to alleviate the anxieties 
that cause the negat ive attitudes . The findings of this study are gener-
ally consistent with the literature in the f i eld which em?hasizes the 
need for this type of caselvork activity. 
Evidence shows that the vast majority of the cases in t his study 
had not had any int ensive contact with a social worker, and the relatives 
showed little understanding of the functi on of social service . The im-
mensity of the task of social service in working with every case in the 
hospital has already been mentioned, and with the present staff comple-
ment, the task is almost im9ossible . Thus, optimu:n use of s taff time 
is essential for social service to do the most effective job . Obviously, 
work with relatives spread too thin would do little good, so another so-
lution to the probl em is needed . The concept of "selective casework11 
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where the social worker wor ks intensively ·t-~ith a few of the most promising 
cases with the hope of getting a good turnover of th~ caseload seems to 
be the best compromise . This is essentially l<Ihat has been done with 
those that are ready or are nearly ready to leave the hospital . 
This study has also shown that the more recently admitted patients 
tended to have relatives who had a positive attitude toward the patient 
and v-Tillingness to care for the patient when he tvas ready to leave the 
hospital . 'l'he evidence cannot adequately be explained because t he vast 
majority of the cases were transfers f r om other hospitals and data were 
lacking in t!lis study to determine the total number of years of hospi-
talization . It would be untenable , for example, to state that t he pa-
tients who have been ill for shorter periods of t~e have relatives who 
take a more positive interest in the patient although this statement may 
sound pl ausable . The above statement is further questioned by the fact 
that visiting frequency diminishes only slightly vdth the number of years 
at Bedford. One can only make guesses and assumpti ons as to why these 
indi cations occur . The question, "does the number of years of hospital-
ization have anything to do 1dth relatives ' interest in the patient need 
to be clarified . We know what the trends are in this study, but we do not 
know how long the patients have been il.l and what effects the total nu.'ll-
ber of years of hospitalization have on relatives ' attitudes . Research 
in this area might clarify some of the questions and contribute to our 
understanding about the effects of attitudes of relatives with increasing 
years of hospitalization . 
One of the questions asked in this study was concerned ldth where 
54. 
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the relatives got their information on mental illness and if attitudes 
tow·ard mental illness changed 1rith incr easing years of hospitalization of 
the patient . Unfortunately, information in this area was difficult to 
get because many of' the relatives could not remember , or l•rere vague about 
t heir sot~ces of information . Because of the lack of information, the 
writer felt that there 1vas very little point in discussing this area. 
But in general, the vagueness of the relatives ' replies increased lri th 
increased years of hospitalization. Thus , any attempts to study the 
above mentioned area should take years of hospitalization into considera-
tion and concentrate on recent admissions . 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Co& of Let;ter to Relative, - First Correspondence 
Nr . John Doe 
100 Front Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear l·1r . Doe: 
Date 
Cl aim number 
Name 
Registration number 
Through our Social Service Department, the hospital 
is interested in improving its services to the rela-
tives of our patients . A member of our Social Ser-
vice staff would, therefore, like to talk vri th you 
when yo'u next visit the hospital concerning your 
views and suggestions which would be very valuable 
to us. 
May we suggest Thursday, February 2, 1956, at 1 : 30 
P .M. I£ this time is not convenient, please write 
or call Mr . John ~4tsumuro , social worker, to set 
a time that may be more convenient for you. 
A self- addressed envelope is enclosed for your con-
venience in reply. 
Very truly yours , 
rtEBECCA GLAS!-1ANN 
Chief, Social ~ervice 
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APPENDIX B 
f2El of Letter to Relative, - Second Correspondence 
l1r. John Doe 
100 Front Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear ¥.r . Doe : 
Date 
Claim number 
Name 
Registration number 
Since we have not yet received a reply to our letter 
of February 2, 1956, we are ~~iting to you again . 
we would like very much to talk with you . As we sta-
ted in our previous letter, \ie feel your contribution 
would be very valuable . We are, therefore, offer ing 
another appointment time on February 23, 1956, at 
2 : 00 P . N. to see Hr. John J.:atsumuro, social r. or'<:er . 
If this time is not suitable, could you suggest a time 
that would be more convenient , preferably on a Thursday . 
~!e '~ould aopreciate hearing from you at your earliest 
convenience as to Hhether or not you can keep t his ap-
pointment . 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Very truly yours , 
.n.E..B:Ft)CA G.LASJ•IANN 
Chief, Social Service 
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APPENDIX C 
Copy of Letter to Relative, - Reply to Correspondence 
i'lr • J vhn Doe 
100 Front Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear l·ir . Doe : 
Date 
Claim number 
Name 
rtegistration number 
Thalli< you very much f or your expression of interest 
and answering our l etter of February 14, 1956 . 
Si nce your most convenient visiting day is on Sundays, 
Jvf..r . John Natsumuro would like to talk with you v1hen 
you next visit t he hospi tal concerning your vievrs and 
suggestions which 1·TOuld be very valuabl e to us . 
~ay we suggest Sunday, March 11, 1956, at 1 :00 P.M. 
If this time is not convenient, pl ease write or call 
Nr . 11atsumuro, social worker, to settle a time that 
may be more convenient for you. 
A sel f - addressed envelope is enclosed for your conve-
nience in reply. 
Very truly yours, 
REBECCA GLASYlAN, 
Chief , Social Service . 
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APPENDIX D 
Schedule for Intervievr with rl.elatives 
Code number: 
Date of 
interview: 
Relationship of 
informant to patient: 
A. Attitudes of relative toward hospital and treatment 
1. Belpfulness of the hospital 
a . Contacts with hospital staff - who; under what circumstances; 
were they helpful ; how could they be more so (Explore under-
standing of social service) . 
b . Evaluation of patient treatment (general , special services, or 
treatments) . 
c . Criticisms or suggestions regarding i mprovement of ser vices . 
B. Attitudes of relative to"t<Tard visiting 
1. Frequency of visits (subjective) 
2. Arrangements for visiting (reality factors: time , transportation, 
financial; subjective factors) . 
3. Convenience of visiting hours, and place . 
4. Other communications with patient or hospital (letter, telephone, 
passes, etc . ) . 
5. Impression of the visit experience (satisfactory or not; 1-1hat 
happens - reaction of patient, reaction of visitor) . 
C. Attitudes of relative tovrard mental illness in general2 and the illness 
of their patient specifically. 
1. Contribut ing factors toward patient 's illness . 
2. Understanding of mental illness, changes in attitude of understand-
ing, sources of information (general, patient). 
3. Personal and social impact on i nformant (and family) • 
4. Attitude toward possible return home of patient, and family changes 
needed. 
D. Evaluation of relative in the interviel'r situation. 
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